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VIP WINE SERVICES

UNCORKING A SPECIAL EVENING OF FINE CHAMPAGNE AND CAVIAR

This summer the exclusive Owners Club at Puente Romano hosted the
launch of VIP Wine Services, a specialist fine wine and Champagne supplier founded by wine lover and expert connoisseur Alex Little.
In the elegant surroundings of the five-star resort, guests listened to a brief
introduction before enjoying a delightful summer evening tasting exclusive and rare Champagnes by Louis Dubosquet, one of the luxury houses
personally represented by VIP Wine Services. To accompany the exquisite
nectar, guests were also able to appreciate Royal Siberian Caviar.
The invitees included wine enthusiasts, food and beverage directors,
sommeliers, members of the Owners Club, local media and executives
from the luxury restaurant and hotel industry.
Alex Little is a specialist supplier of “the finest quality and rarest Champagnes and wines, sourced straight from the producers thanks to trusted
personal relationships rather than from wholesalers. For this reason, the

service is bespoke and VIP Wine Services is able to offer unique vintages
that are otherwise very hard to come by. In fact, certain wines in stock are
simply not available anywhere else in Spain.”
VIP Wine Services also offers “a second-to-none delivery service, guaranteeing same-day local supply and ensuring that you or your client will
never be kept waiting for that special bottle. Stock is maintained in a private bodega and you can be secure in the knowledge that no-one else will
have handled your wine when you receive it – it is delivered in person, not
through third party delivery companies.”
Alex Little’s cellar and bespoke delivery service caters to exclusive hotels,
restaurants and private clients.
Tel. (+34) 660 602 166 (24/7)
info@vipwineservices.com/ www.vipwineservices.com
(Photos by Gary Edwards)

RESIDENCIAS LUJOSAS VITALUX

TEN YEARS OF DEDICATION AND SUCCESS
It is sometimes said that modesty is an ornament. For Doris Kavcic, owner of real estate
company “Residencias Lujosas Vitalux, S.L.”, however, that also raises the question: do you
get further in life without it? This is the 10th year of “Vitalux” and she admits quite freely, “It
fills me with joy and pride!”
Doris recalls that 2009 was a year “when hardly anyone in Spain dared to start a new business”, so Vitalux’s success was greatly due to her single-mindedness. Today, the company is
firmly established with a wide range of properties located between Málaga city and Estepona’s surroundings, “from small residential gems to the most luxurious mansions”.
Vitalux offers constantly updated offers for new developments,
regular advertising in local magazines
and newspapers, and an international
network.
Owners say they are thrilled with the dedication that Vitalux shows in advertising its real
estate portfolio, and success has not been far
behind, with annual turnover increasing right
from the company’s beginnings. Be inspired
and visit their website…
Tel. (+34) 630 565 473 (Doris Kavcic)
info@vitalux.es
www.vitalux.es
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